
Times Square 
Subway 
Station

Initial List Selected Activities Counts Notes

Sunday 
around 3:00

Originally 
observed by
Tom

Studied by
Christina + 
Andy

Using the ATM People holding hands (2 people = 1 instance) 34 Mostly children, a few couples gay 
& straight

Hugging Pointing with a finger at someone or something 3 Only children seen pointing
Holding Hands Dancing or responding to music 6 A performer came out in the area 

and children danced with him
Reading the next train sign Using a handrail 80 Lots of hands, where have they all 

been?
Pointing Smiling 21 Seeing someone familiar?
Dancing to music Hands in pockets 69 It’s cold in here today
Crying babies

Hands in pockets
Smiling
Using the toilet
Using a handrail
Wearing a hood inside
Walking a dog
Being lost
Yelling at someone
MTA representative walking around
Tying Shoes
Rushing to the train
Going into the store
Taking more than one step at a timeTaking more than one step at a time
Performing Overall Bursts of people exiting the 

shuttle from Grand Central. Good 
location where many train lines 
meet. Not many people stand still 
in this area, it’s mainly a transition 
space 

Grand Central 
Dining 

Concourse

Selected Activities Counts Notes

Sunday 
around 5:45

Originally 
observed by
Christina + 
Andy

Studied by
Tom

People following each other around 9 Mostly families traveling with suitcases. Looking for a place out of the 
cold to wait before they went to the airport?

Stopping abruptly in a walkway 6 Many people get down the stairs and don’t seem to know where to go. 
So they just stop without any regard to the people walking behind 
them

Person touching his/her face 7 People touch their face often while eating or carrying on a 
conversation at tables

Looking lost or at signs for direction 12 The signage blends into the wall and there is a lot to look at down here

Wearing a backpack on the front of the body 1 Backpack = Frontpack?
People looking at a camera or screen 14 Phones are an easy distraction.
Person going through a wastebasket 6 It looks like the custodians were cleaning the waste baskets out for the 

end of the night, no one took anything from the baskets they looked at.
Overall The restaurants and counters at the dining concourse close at 6 and 

the area was not busy with people that seemed like they were from 
New York. Mainly tourists and homeless people. Quite a few people 
charging their phones.

Experience Summary

Based on the data from Christina + Andy, the 
transient nature of subway stations is confirmed. I 
was surprised that they also noticed a large 
number of people using the handrails, but small in 
comparison to the total number of visitors. I recall 
seeing signs from the MTA warning about trip and 
fall accidents. Their idea of some type of 
feedback, auditory or visual for using the handrail 
might be a great way to encourage people to be 
more careful using the steps. Few people seemed 
interested in responding to the music of street 
performers in this area of the subway. I was 
surprised by this, I’ve seen large groups 
surrounding artists in the Union Square station. 
Perhaps this was because they were using a 
boombox instead of making original music? 

Possible Projects

• Visual installations that take account of traffic 
flow, perhaps similar to what’s installed in the 
Bleecker street subway lights

• Encouraging people to use of handrails while 
going up the stairs – although neither team 
saw anyone fall, the wet steps are dangerous

• Injected smells, especially in the summer. I 
recall that this area has a tendency to get very 
hot, it would be interesting if different parts of 
the day were different smells instead of 
Subway filth. Would anyone notice or 
respond?

‣ Crisp Pine: Mornings 
‣ Caramel: Lunchtime
‣ Campfire: Evenings


